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Chapter 5.  
 
HISTORICAL POINTS OF ALIENATIONS AND 
THE TPLF'S REVOLUTIONARY DEMOCRACY 
INSTRUMENT 
 
 
Part A. The historical points that alienate Ethiopians 
(including the Eritrawi) from their own heritage 
 
1) Egypt's fixation on the sources of the Blue Nile has been 
a source of problems to Ethiopia. Egypt provides support to 
opposition forces that work to weaken Ethiopia.  Egypt 
often takes diplomatic actions against Ethiopia's interests in 
the halls of western capital cities and the Arab world.  
Egyptian desire to control Ethiopia reached its climax when 
the khedive of Egypt, a vassal of the Ottoman Empire, 
invaded Ethiopia from the north and the east in the mid 
19th century. They were defeated at Gura and Gundi in the 
north, at Ausa in the east, and they withdrew from the 
walled city of Harar subsequently.  However, their interest 
to weaken Ethiopia persists because they wish to control 
the source of fresh water and silt the Blue Nile River (Abay 
Wenz) on which they depend. Paradoxically Egyptian 
patriarchate sent bishops as head of the Ethiopian Orthodox 
Church from AD 340 when Emperor Ezana professed 
Christianity to 1951 when Emperor Haile Selaassie 
succeeded in causing the Ethiopian Church to elect its 
patriarch.  
 
2) The Turkish fiction. After overrunning the eastern 
Roman Empire in the mid 15th century, the Ottoman 
Empire appeared and ruled over the Islamic world and 
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started a bogus claim over Ethiopia as though it was its 
territory. The empire supported the Jihad (1529-1543) 
against the Ethiopian Christian Kingdom then headed by 
Emperor Lebne Dengl.  The Jihad was waged by Imam 
Ahmad Ibn Ibrahim al-Gazi (also known as Gragn) of 
Zeila. The Christian kingdom of Ethiopia, with the help of 
Portuguese soldiers, killed Gragn near Lake Tana. Yet the 
Ottoman bogus claim continued.  Baherenegash Yesehaq, 
the governor of Mereb Mellash form Debaroa (in Eritrea), 
who fought alongside his emperor against Gragn, became a 
pasha of the Ottoman Empire.  Amir Nur, a nephew of 
Gragn who married the widow of Gragn and who built the 
walled city of Harar, was called "commander of the 
faithful" by the Ottoman Empire. The empire landed its 
ships at Arqiqo near the island of Massawa in 1557.  
 
Emperor Zerse Dengel had to enter the walled city of Harar 
and subjugate the inhabitants. He then marched to Mereb 
Mellash and killed Pasha Yeshaq and the Turkish forces 
that supported him.  However, the Turkish fiction and its 
bogus claims had and continue to have serious 
consequences, A couple of centuries later, in the 1890s, 
Ethiopia lost its port city of Swakin and the region from 
that port to a man made structure called Ras Kasare, when 
Italy and Britain took over Ethiopian coastal regions, and 
within a decade after France took over Djibouti (a former 
port of Shewa called Abuko).  Now some Adare and 
Somali Ethiopians consider Gragn as their hero, and since 
1993, Pasha Yesehaq is claimed as an "Eritrean hero." 
Confusion between villains and heroes constitute sources 
for alienation among Ethiopians. 
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In the wake of the Jihad the Boren and Beryetuma tribes 
migrated northward. Wars war fought between the migrants 
and the locals.  Shortly afterwards some of the migrants 
tribes were assimilated and they fought for liberty and 
freedom of Ethiopia against Egyptian near Harar during the 
reign of Emperor Gelawedewos, and against the Turks in 
the north, now called Eritrea, serving as soldiers of 
Emperor Zerse Dingel.   
 
The assimilation resulted in members of the Boren and 
Beryetuma tribes becoming kings. The mother of young 
emperor that Ras Mikael Sehul killed in the 18th Century 
was a member of the Boren and Beryetuma tribe. People of 
these tribes used to be called Galla, and now descendents of 
those tribes refer to themselves as Oromo. Subsequently 
members of one of these tribes became viceroys 
(enderassewotch) of the Emperors at Gonder during the era 
of princes.  Insufficient recognition of the contributions of 
the migrants to the history of Ethiopia by some, and a claim 
of historical Ethiopia as though it solely belonged to the 
migrants by others are sources of alienation among 
Ethiopians. 
 
Appointed at Gonder to become a viceroy (enderasse) of a 
young emperor, the Adwa Tigre general, Ras Mikael killed 
that emperor and another whom he subsequently enthroned 
and brought death and destruction to the region until he was 
defeated in a battle in 1771.  Mikaels' actions impoverished 
the Gonderine Kingdom. The weakened center could not 
control the whole of the empire. As a result several princes 
became important in different regions of Ethiopia, and the 
era of princes (Zemene Mesafint) happened precisely at the 
time when Europeans were scouting coastal regions and 
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islands to dominate. Mikael Sehhul was a harbinger of 
destruction to Ethiopia. 
 
[It was in the era of princes that liars like Henry Salt (1805) 
landed in Ethiopia and placed the British Foreign office on 
a footing that is inimical to the interests of Ethiopia. 
Emperor Tewodros in 1855 dreamt of reuniting Ethiopia 
and his dream took three subsequent emperors, Yohannes 
IV, Menelik II and Haile Selassie to implement. 
Unfortunately the Ethiopian Student Movement of 1965-
1991 (Appendix 18) and the Derg similar to Mikael Sehul 
weakened the traditional resolve of Ethiopians to protect 
their heritage, and the TPLF disunited Ethiopia beginning 
in 1991.] 
  
Emperor Yohannes IV marched to Saati with about 
159,000 soldiers to dislodge Italians.  However, after 
camping near the fort for a month, he left Italians who 
invaded Ethiopia at fort Saati in the coastal lowland of 
northeastern Ethiopia (part of Medri Bahri), less than 30 
miles from Massawa and marched through Mereb Mellesh, 
without leaving Ras Alula behind to protect the northern 
region, and was killed in Metama fighting against the 
Dervish.  Before then Yohannes IV had defeated Egyptian 
forces in the northeast, while his vassal, King Menelik was 
unifying southern Ethiopia. Emperor Yohannes became the 
ruler of Ethiopia after receiving weapons from Mr. Napier, 
who was the general that came to Ethiopia to cause the 
ouster Emperor Tewodros.  Napier's soldiers ransacked 
Maqdala including the finest library of Ethiopia. The 
TASH (Tigre of Akale Guzay, Seray and Hamasen) feel 
alienated that Yohannes IV did not fight the Italian 
intruders who had camped at Saati, whom he went to attack 
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but abounded.  Many others Ethiopians except for some TT 
(Tigre of Tigrey Province) share the concerns of the TASH 
and also have issues on the manner of the ascent of 
Yohannes IV to power. More on the contributions of 
Yohannes is given in Appendix 17 
  
Emperor Menelik defeated Italian forces at Adwa but did 
not march to the Red Sea. The EPLF feel alienated by the 
emperor because he had not fought to liberate Eritrea.  The 
TPLF share those sentiments and have additional issues 
concerning Menelik's relations with Emperor Yohannes, 
and his designated heir, Ras Mengesha.  Several from 
southern regions have issues with Menelik II for he 
incorporated them back into Ethiopia after their semi 
independence since the era of princes. More on the 
contributions of Menelik is given in Appendix 17. 
 
  
3) Italy, which became a unified country in 1870, was 
invited by Britain to occupy Massawa in 1885.  It 
encroached on Medri Bahri and Mereb Mellash, named it 
Eritrea in 1889 and governed it from 1889 through 1941. It 
used Eritrea as a springboard to occupy the whole of 
historical Ethiopia, which included Somalia from 1936-
1941. In its 50 years of occupying Eritrea Italy expunged 
the feudal order in Eritrea by eradicating the intelligentsia 
and creating anew its own supporters. It allowed education 
up to the 4th elementary school grade. The Eritrawi 
Ethiopian underwent an experience different from the rest 
of the country.  Though Italy occupied the whole of 
Ethiopia for five years constant battles by patriots and the 
short duration of control did not permit Italy to deconstruct 
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the whole of Ethiopia as it did in Eritrea, which it occupied 
for 50 years.  
  
4) President Wilson of USA utilized self determination 
among his 14 Points Principle to breakup the Hungarian-
Austrian Empire. At the end of the war, Italy gained some 
territory in accordance to the application of self-
determination enunciated in the 14 points.  However Italy 
did not release its colonial rule over northern Ethiopia 
(Eritrea).  On the contrary, because it was an alley its 
colonial ambitions were supported.  The double standard 
pursued by Western nations is always a source of alienation 
of peoples in the weaker regions who recognize that a 
uniform application of standards would have benefited 
them too. 
 
5) Britain ruled over Eritrea from 1941 to 1952.  After Italy 
was routed out of Ethiopia (including from Eritrea and 
Somalia) in 1941 by British and Ethiopian forces, Britain 
took an Ethiopian province and colonized it.  After the 
1947 Treaty of Marseille, Italy relinquished all claims to its 
African colonies.  Yet, Britain continued to rule over 
Eritrea, Somalia and part of Ogaden from 1941 onwards.  It 
took a lot of diplomatic effort by the Ethiopian government 
and Eritrawi Ethiopians to arrest the rule of Britain over 
Eritrea in 1952, and that over part of Ogaden in 1954.  The 
additional years of separation of the Eritrawi Ethiopian are 
further sources of alienation of the same. 
 
 
The TPLF gave away Ethiopia islands and other maritime 
and coastal territories and inhabitants to be ruled by the 
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EPLF.  That constitutes the most heinous crime in the 
annals of Ethiopian History. 
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Part B.  The TPLF appeared 
In 1975 the EPLF (Sha'abya) prompted the formation of the 
TPLF, part of whose membership were college students in 
Addis Ababa. The EPLF admitted for military training 
Siye, Abay and Awalom and later Aregawi, and Agazi. 
Meles Zenawi received political training in Asmara, and in 
1976 joined EPLF-trained combatants, who were sent to 
Tigrey, Yemane Kidane (also known as Jamaica) was 
assigned to work in the TPLF and to provide direct link to 
Isaias Afeworki. 
  
The 1st TPLF Congress (1978-79) elected officers that 
included  Sebhat Nega - Chairman; Aregawi Berhe - Vice 
Chairman and Chief of the Military Command, Siye 
Abraha - Deputy Army Commander  

The 2nd TPLF Congress - 1983 "once again elected the 
following as TPLF leaders: a) Giday Zerazion - Chairman, 
Aregawi Berhe - Vice Chair and Army Commander, Meles 
Zenawi, was promoted to full central committee 
membership.  

The 3rd Congress resulted in Zenawi ascending to 
membership in the central committee of the TPLF. Zenawi' 
filial relationship to Afeworki, cousins on their mothers' 
side, was not the only one that he exploited to lift him to 
higher offices.  His blood relationship to Sebhat Nega, 
former chairman of TPLF, was instrumental to help him to 
cause the calling of the 3rd TPLF Congress, at which 
Aregawi Berhe and Giday Zerazion were removed from 
membership to the central committee and Meles ascended 
to leader of the TPLF, with Siye replacing Aregawi. 
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Within a decade and half Awalom was killed under strange 
circumstances and a few years letter Siye was placed in jail 
accused of fund embezzlement only to be released in July 
2007 after about six years.  

The TPLF, which was spawned and nurtured by the EPLF, 
fought alongside the EPLF against the central Ethiopian 
government and also against the EPRP, which was 
struggling to overthrow the central government.  Both the 
EPLF and TPLF are ruled by the Tigre, Tigrigna language 
speakers. The difference among them is said to be that the 
EPLF represents the Eritrawi Tigre of Hamasen, Seray and 
Akalguzaye.  According to the EPLF's point of view about 
52 years of Italian occupation is believed to have severely 
changed the Ethiopian culture and tradition of the people of 
Eritrea.  This experience is supposed to give a special 
identity to the Tigrawi of Eritrea. In contrast, the TPLF is 
said to represent non-Eritrawi Tigre. To many 
Ethiopians such a distinction between the TPLF and the 
EPLF offers no difference.  However, the historical points 
of alienations mentioned show some differences between 
the members of the TPLF and EPLF.  

The TPLF,which ascended to power 1991 established 
EFFORT (URL2) as a holding firm of all companies 
owned by Tigre individuals and for the benefit of 
Tigrey Province. It siphoned off billions of dollars 
from the national bank but did not repay its debts 
(URL1).  Members of the TPLF central committee run 
the EFFORT (see flow chart in the preface to this 
book). A group comprised of Ato Abadi Zemo, 
Arkabe Oqubay and Tewodros Hagos is currently 
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overseeing the activities in the area of industry, 
construction and transportation, and mining. Prime 
Minister Meles Zenawi, Sebhat, Berket, Kassu, and Girma 
are members of the Financial Sector Steering Committee 
(FSSC) of EFFORT. The FSSC mandates privatization of 
companies, and the companies owned by the EFFORT 
members win the bids; an often-cited case being the 
takeover of the Ethiopia Sugar Company. Some of the same 
FSSC members are also board members of other companies 
such as the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia (CBE), which 
they manipulate for the benefit of the EFFORT companies.  
The CBE along with other companies had loaned 1.7 billion 
birr, which in turn was distributed among the Adigrat 
Pharmaceutical Factory, Adwa Textile Company, Dashen 
Brewery, and Moseb cement factory (URL1). When the 
borrowing companies are unable to pay, the debt they owe 
is excused.  Individuals Tigre officials favored by Zenawi 
could serve in different companies. For example, Ato 
Seyoum Mesfin is Foreign Minister, Chairman of Ethiopian 
Airlines, Chairman of Mugher Cement Factory, and 
Chairman of the Ambo water factory (URL1).  
 
The TPLF has a strategic alliance with the Ethio-Saudi AI-
Amudi-family, the Midroc which has been given free 
reigns of buying in cash the natural resources in the south 
including gold and other precious stones (URL1).   
Allegedly the family also finances the building of 
numerous mosques across Ethiopia except in the Tigrey 
Province. Such relationships are among the ways by which 
the fascist TPLF raises funds to enrich its members and 
supporters. Also, the TPLF through its EFFORT forces 
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farmers to borrow money for the purchase of fertilizers at 
exorbitant interest rates. Yet another fundraising method 
described the preface to this book involves waging war as 
an economic enterprise. 

The EPLF and TPLF were strengthened because they 
organized other gossa-based parties and infiltrated pan-
Ethiopian organizations to weaken and render them 
harmless.  The central effort of all gossa-based parties was 
to implement the theme of the EPLF, which invented an 
oppressor nation within Ethiopia, the Amhara. The solution 
they thought was to rise against the oppressor nation, and 
resolve the so-called Question of Nations and Nationalities 
(QNN - See Appendix 18 for details).   

By 1991 both the EPLF and TPLF ascend to power, and the 
TPLF give Ethiopian maritime and coastal regions as the 
domain of the EPLF by 1991.  

To the credit of Ethiopians, four pan-Ethiopian 
organizations formed a coalition (Kinijit) that participated 
in the May 15, 2005 elections at which 26 million 
registered voters elected. Kinijit won 49% of the votes.  
The fascist regime did not respect the vote of 26 million 
registered Ethiopian voters, but the Rubicon was crossed 
(Appendix 19), as the TPLF is about to wither into the 
dustbin of the history of the worthless where it belongs. 
 
 

Having ascended to power, the TPLF pursued its program 
of deconstructing Ethiopia by implementing the 
Revolutionary Democracy Instrument given below. 
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Part C. TPLF's Revolutionary Democracy Instrument. 

The TPLF has provided its goals-objectives-strategies-
tactics system by which it will deconstruct Ethiopia, 
establish language-centered governance, use the military 
and schools and religious organizations as instruments to 
further its cause.  It is a well thought-through instrument. 
The vision and mission of the TPLF Revolutionary 
Document is not stated.  However, judging from its 
practices over the last decade and half, the mission is to 
pillage Ethiopia and enrich the leaders of the TPLF and 
their associates. 
 
 
The following material is copied from the Ethiopian 
register (EtR), 1996, pages, 20-29.  
No additions or subtractions have been made to that 
document. 
 
TPLF/EPRDF's Strategies for Establishing its 
Hegemony & Perpetuating its Rule 
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 The following text is an abridged translation of a 
68-page Amharic document which the TPLF/EPRDF 
published in Sene 1985 E.C (June 1993) for distribution to 
its members.  The document lays out the TPLF/EPRDF's 
long-term goals, its political and economic strategies for 
the fulfillment of these goals, and the day-to-day steps it 
recommends to its cadres for translating the strategies into 
grassroots actions.  The document is an ominous window 
into the early political thinking of the TPLF/EPRDF, at a 
time when it was transforming itself from a revolutionary 
front into an administrative body. 
 Two points are particularly noteworthy.   First, the 
document reveals the concerns of a group of would-be 
leaders struggling with how to implement Marxist 
ideologies in a world no longer hospitable to their political 
views.  Time again, the document notes that certain politics 
the group would like to pursue, such as curtailing foreign 
investment, are not options given the likely criticism from 
the West.  In reading these passages, no matter what one 
thinks of the socialist policies at issue, one is struck by the 
degree to which the TPLF/EPRDF is willing to change its 
colors, or at least to conceal its true nature, in order to 
curry favor with the West.  The document is a how-to guide 
for the art of pursuing one agenda while duping Western 
international bodies into believing you support a different 
agenda altogether. 
 Second, the document reveals how TPLF's 
overriding goal has always been to win elections and to 
"permanently establish (its) hegemony." In this, the text is 
chilling reading for those of us fighting for and committed 
to the implementation of multiparty democracy in Ethiopia.   
For how did the TPLF, back in 1993, set out to establish its 
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hegemony?  According to this document, the TPLF set out 
to destroying all political opposition by "cit[ing] any 
relevant legal article and punish [ing] its detractors; by 
creating an army that is "free and neutral in appearance" 
but proTPLF in content.  The TPLF set out to establish and 
use economic power it could translate into political power 
by "reduce[ing]...  the taxes due from those forces or 
economic spheres which [the TPLF] 
Support[s] and pill[ing] up the tax burden of those [it 
doesn't] support"; by giving workers who support the TPLF 
"pay and training far better than those of their compatriots 
working in other enterprises at the same levels"; by 
"infiltrat[ing] the national trade unions"; and by promoting 
shadowy economic "revolutionary democratic forces" -- in 
reality companies affiliated with the TPLF--to "invest as 
one individual in those economic sectors which have no 
direct state influence, " that is, to play the economic role 
the TPLF knew the West would not let it play directly. 
 Finally, the document reveals that the TPLF was 
determined from the outset to use to the fullest extent 
possible" key propaganda tools" such as schools, religious 
organizations and the mass media, and that it was cunning 
enough to understand that propaganda that "is not openly 
presented as propaganda ...  will effectively serve its 
purpose." 
 In short, the TPLF realized early on that its claim 
as a legitimately elected administration was so tenuous that 
it wrote, "If we lose in the elections even once, we will 
encounter a great danger."  This document makes clear 
that the TPLF is willing to go to any lengths to make sure 
that that never happens. 
 In our next issue, we intend to publish the result of 
our study on who owns the Ethiopian economy. 
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 The document is currently in use as a basic training 
manual for TPLF/EPRDF cadres.  The principles strategies 
and tactics set forth have already begun to be implemented.   
Accordingly, the document is a must-read for those seeking 
to understand better the TPLF and to construct viable 
opposition strategies. 
 Highlighted emphases in the text are EtR’s. 
 
 
 
Our Revolutionary Democratic Goals and the Next Step  
I.  Introduction  
 We have been struggling for our revolutionary 
democratic goals.  In general, today's conditions are 
conducive for realizing our goals but this doesn't mean that 
we can realize all our goals during the current Transition 
Period.   It just means that we can fulfill the objectives of 
the Transitional Phase to the extent that conditions allow us 
to do so, and once the Transition Period is successfully 
completed, we will start fully implementing our Program. 
 Since the last EPRDF Congress, there have been 
major changes around the world and in our country.  In the 
course of our attempts to implement our Program, we are 
forced by internal and external circumstances to adjust our 
approach in response to these major changes.  The aim of 
this adjustment cannot and should never be to do away with 
the pillars of our Revolutionary Democracy or to 
undermine our popular and democratic character.   It just 
means that while maintaining the pillars of our 
Revolutionary Democracy, we need to make a few 
adjustments so that we will be able to come out victorious 
under the circumstances prevailing in our country and 
around the world.   On the other hand, if the goals that were 
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formulated in general terms have to be translated into 
reality, they have to be defined in detail.  They have to be 
enriched on the basis of our experiences during the 
Transition Period.  Furthermore, the strategies and tactics 
for realizing them have to be identified and presented in 
clear terms.  This is the objective of this document. 
 
 
 
 
II. Our Political and Economic Goals 
 
Political Goals  
Materializing the peoples' political and human rights 
completely  
 Revolutionary Democracy has a partisan outlook on 
the materialization of political and human rights.   It doesn't 
equally stand for the rights of both the people and the 
ruling classes.  From the point of view of Revolutionary 
Democracy, materializing the rights of the people means 
materializing the rights of the great majority of the 
population.  The democratic rights of the masses include 
the right to express one's view, the right to organize at any 
level and in any form, the right to strike in accordance with 
the Law, the right to express one's opposition even to the 
revolutionary democratic government which serves their 
interest, etc.  Respect for the rights of the people includes 
refraining from imprisoning people without due process, 
beating people, confiscating people's property, searching 
people's houses, restricting their freedom of movement or 
belief, etc. 
 As indicated above, materializing human and 
democratic rights means protecting the rights of the great 
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oppressed majority.  Whether or not the rights of the ruling 
classes will be protected will be determined by the 
relevance that this will have to protecting the rights of the 
masses.  If the rights of the ruling classes are going to be 
respected at the expense of the rights of the oppressed 
masses, then the rights of the oppressors will have to be 
suppressed and the rights of the oppressed will have to be 
respected. 
 
 The fact that Revolutionary Democracy stands for 
the rights and interests of the oppressed masses, i.e., its 
partisanship, is a fundamentally popular position that will 
never be altered.  However, there are two basic reasons 
why it will not be possible or anymore necessary to 
continue indicating in our Program that the rights of the 
people would continue to be respected fully and that those 
of the oppressor will be suppressed. 
 
 In the first place, such an approach will be 
unacceptable in the eyes of Western Democracy and 
would invite the fierce opposition of imperialism. 
Whether we like it or not, this is a fact we cannot deny.  
The two imperialist camps have crumbled and given way to 
the hegemony of the imperialist power led by the United 
States.   On the one hand, this has narrowed down our 
chances for realizing our goals by shifting allegiance from 
one camp to the other.  On the other hand, this has 
increased the chances for earning the wrath of American 
imperialism and, under its leadership, the obstruction of 
the realization of our goals by the mobilization of 
imperialist forces against us.   Our country's economy is so 
weak that let alone faced by imperialist obstruction, it will 
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not revive without great efforts over a long period of time 
even if it didn't face imperialist pressure. 
 The second reason is that it is possible to ensure the 
human and democratic rights of the masses without 
suppressing all the rights of the oppressors.  There are two 
reasons for this, too. 
 The first reason is that by historical accident, the 
enemies of Revolutionary Democracy are poor.  Although 
imperialism has global hegemony, it can only fulfill its 
interests in Ethiopia through the enemy from within.  
Feudalism is in a dying state and cannot either regain its 
former hegemony or serve imperialist interests.  The 
political, economic and military power of capitalism here is 
too weak.  It has been isolated because it could not fulfill 
the interests of the peoples.  Its institutions of repressions 
have been dismantled.  The anti-people bureaucratic force 
has also been weakened by the local governments and the 
administrative measures taken from the center.  Its 
organized representatives are paralyzed by internal 
contradictions and cannot put forward to the people a 
viable alternative.  Due to these factors, this force could not 
put itself in the service of imperialism. 
 The other factor which should be considered in 
relation to this is the national bourgeoisie.   Although not a 
primary enemy as such, this class is nevertheless a 
vacillating force.  This force was economically and 
politically weak even during Haile Sellassie's regime and 
was further weakened by the Derg. 
 In comparison with our enemies and the vacillating 
forces, our revolutionary democratic power is superior.  We 
enjoy greater support from the people, especially from the 
peasantry.   So, without suppressing the rights of the 
oppressors, we can protect the rights of the masses. 
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 This can be realized in various ways.  The country's 
constitution should be formulated in such a way that it 
guarantees the rights of the masses.  Based on the 
constitution, laws which protect the rights of the people and 
outlaw the obstructionist activities of the enemies can be 
promulgated.  Institutions which protect the constitution 
and other laws will be established.  When members of the 
ruling classes try to obstruct the exercise of the rights of the 
masses, we can cite any relevant legal article and punish 
them.  If they rebel against the constitution, we will 
mobilize the people and crush them. 
 When we say that all citizens' democratic rights will 
be respected in the future socio-political system, it doesn't 
mean that Revolutionary Democracy will stand equally for 
the rights of the masses and the ruling classes.  Our support 
is always for the rights of the masses only. 
 In the Resolution of the First Congress of EPRDF, 
it was clearly stated that the political system which will be 
established will be a multi-party system.  By this we meant 
then that the masses will have many parties and that the 
ruling classes, too, will have the opportunity to organize.  
These parties can compete to hold political power.  But if 
they try to obstruct the masses from exercising their rights, 
Revolutionary Democracy will use the constitution and 
other laws to punish them and bring under control their 
illegal activities. 
 The current Defense Force is composed of the 
armies of the EPRDF's member organizations.  As long as 
this Force continues to belong to one political force, 
theoretically it means that it has to fulfill the interests and 
political goals of that political organization.  However, 
under a multi-party system, the Defense Force cannot 
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continue as the army of the EPRDF - it has to become the 
army of the State. 
Nobody will accept its continuation as EPRDF's army in 
the context of a free competition.  Such a condition will 
invite the opposition of imperialism. 
 The army will have to severe its direct 
organizational link with the EPRDF and cease to be divided 
into TPLF, EPDM, OPDO armies.  These have to be 
restructured and integrated into a unified defense force.  
But severing its direct links with EPRDF does not mean 
abandoning its revolutionary democratic character.  
Various bourgeois armies do not have direct organizational 
ties or commissars, yet they could be shaped into any form 
for any task the bourgeoisie desire them to fulfill.  So we 
need to gain sufficient experience in how to organize our 
Defense Force to carry out the required revolutionary 
democratic tasks through indirect ties just as in the case of 
the bourgeois armies.  Thus although it becomes free and 
neutral in appearance, the army will be revolutionary 
democratic in content and protect the constitution and the 
rights of the masses. 
 
Setting up a government which ensures the all-round 
participation of the masses  
 To ensure the all-round participation of the people, 
it is necessary to establish a power structure which will 
enable people to decide on local issues at the Kebele, 
Woreda, zone, regional and central level.  Proclamation no.  
7/1984 E.C. has determined the powers of the central and 
regional administrations as well as Woreda councils.  It 
now remains to determine ways of enabling people at the 
kebele level to decide on local affairs.  It is also necessary 
to provide the means by which the masses could have 
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control over these power structures and recall/replace the 
elected representatives who fail to serve the interests of 
their constituencies.  The masses also need to organize on 
the bases of gender, trade/profession, etc. to bring pressure 
on the policies and actions of the central government and 
other power structures. 
 
Ensuring the peoples' right to self-determination and 
building Ethiopia’s unity based on equality and free choice  
 Revolutionary Democracy firmly believes that 
people get more benefit from staying together rather than 
from seceding.  But the unity of people can be securely 
realized when it is based on a voluntary association and 
equal partnership.  The unity that people form voluntarily 
should also be one which they can opt out of when they 
wish so.  The peoples' right to self-determination, including 
and up to secession, should be guaranteed.  However, 
chauvinists do not accept this right.  Though they aspire for 
unity, they want to bring it about irrespective of the wish of 
the people.  For chauvinist forces, unity means the 
concentration of power at the center.  On the other hand, 
narrow nationalists, too, oppose the peoples' right to self-
determination.  Though they support the right to secession, 
they do not stand for a strong union of peoples.  They stand 
for either a powerless central government and an all-
powerful national regional government or the disintegration 
of the country so that they can rule over their region in the 
name of their nationality. 
 The premise on which imperialism and the ruling 
classes oppose the peoples' right to self-determination is the 
misconception in the relationship between the individual's 
rights and the peoples' rights. 
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Ensuring the peoples' rights is the basis for ensuring the 
individual's rights.  Although the rights of the individual 
cannot be separated from the peoples', our enemies try to 
drive a wedge between these rights. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III. Our Economic Goals 
 

Building an economy with sectors that 
support each other; that promotes self-
sufficiency, and that maintains a balance 
between the regions and the sectors 

 
An economy with relative independence is one whose base 
is a large local market.  An economy based on foreign 
markets is one which satisfies the raw material demands of 
imperialism and thus becomes dependent on it.  The 
national bourgeoisie, although it seeks economic autonomy 
from imperialism, wants to promote its interests at the 
expense of those of the people. 
 

Creating a condition which facilitates fast 
economic growth from which the people 
benefit at each stage and which ensures 
social justice 

 
To ensure fast economic growth and fulfill the people's 
interests, the role of the peasantry is crucial.  85% of our 
country's productive manpower is in the countryside.  It is 
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necessary to create a climate which enables this force to 
produce more both in kind and in quantity.  The 
government's revenue and fiscal policy can contribute to 
the realization of social justice.  For instance, by taxing 
heavily the upper stratum of the society and allocating a 
higher budget to such sectors which benefit the oppressed 
masses more, one can institute social justice.  However, the 
national bourgeoisie wants a situation in which the farmers 
do not get land tenure security and are uprooted from their 
land and end up swelling the ranks of the unemployed. 
 
Which sectors of the society benefit and which ones do not 
benefit from our goals? 
a)  The Peasantry:  The primary beneficiary of our goals is 
the peasantry.  Developing the human resources of the 
country means primarily improving the living standards of 
the peasants.  It is they who benefit from the development 
of agriculture and the growth of the local market. 
b)  The Urban Petty Bourgeoisie: Next to the peasantry 
come the urban petty bourgeoisie which includes the 
intelligentsia, This group, which is involved in small-scale 
production and petty trade in goods and services, benefits 
from a rural-based development which expands the sphere 
of its activities.  The intelligentsia is divided into the upper 
and the lower stratum.  The upper stratum is a vacillator 
and could align itself with enemy forces.  Members of this 
sector do not stand for the rights of the people.  Though 
they may advocate a multi-party system, they stand for a 
system which protects the privileges of the ruling classes.  
They advocate the rights of the individual at the expense of 
the rights of the people.  So they are antagonistic to our 
political goals. 
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c)  The Proletariat: The basic interests of the proletariat can 
be fulfilled only when it is free from exploitation.  Though 
the aim of our Revolutionary Democracy is not to 
completely free the proletariat from exploitation, it is still 
the only approach that best serves its interests now.  So, 
above all else, the proletariat is our most reliable supporter 
among the urban population, for the realization of our 
revolutionary democratic goals greatly improves its job 
opportunities and living standards. 
d)  The National Bourgeoisie:  Though our goals fulfill the 
interests of this sector, its vacillating nature prevents it 
from becoming our firm supporter.  The upper stratum of 
this section should be neutralized so that it remains a 
middle-roader and doesn't obstruct the realization of our 
goals.  The lower stratum could be drawn towards us. 
e) Those who are not beneficiaries: Those who do not 
benefit from our goals and consequently stand as our 
main enemies are imperialism and the comprador class.  
These forces seek to impose on the country a dependent 
economy.  Their political interests, too, are incompatible 
with our political goals. 
 

Our revolutionary democratic goals are the 
only guarantee for the survival of the 
country 

 
The only means of bringing about fast growth and 
transforming our backward country is by implementing our 
goals.  This is the only option for improving the livelihood 
of our people and effecting social justice.  The only 
alternative available for the continued survival of 
Ethiopia as one country is the realization of our 
revolutionary democratic goals.  There are no other 
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options to improve the living standards of the people and 
the survival of Ethiopia as a nation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IV. Economic Strategies of Our  
Revolutionary Democracy  
 Our strategy defines the direction in which our 
general goals could be implemented and the main economic 
forces that play a role in this process. 
 
Rural and peasant-centered economic activities 
 This primarily means that the peasants should have 
guaranteed access to land.  This could be attained by 
preventing the sale and exchange of land. 
If the peasants are allowed to sell their land, they will be 
forced to sell it when they face hardship and then they enter 
a state of poverty from which they can never extricate 
themselves and acquire land.  Therefore, we should 
continue to pursue our principle that land should never 
be sold or exchanged.  To ensure that the peasants will 
look after the land, it is necessary to redistribute land over a 
long period of time and when the local people believe that 
this is essential.  At the same time, it is also necessary to 
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enable the farmers to sell their products when, where and at 
the price they desire to do so. 
Apart from this the peasants need to be provided with 
fertilizer, improved tools and seeds, training, etc.  to 
increase their production.  Feeder roads, primary schools, 
health and other services should be made available to them.  
There should be measures to prevent disaster and conserve 
natural resources.  There should be measures to expand the 
agro-industrial system. 
 To achieve the objectives of agricultural and 
industrial developments, we have to produce the necessary 
manpower.  The current curriculum does not answer these 
demands.  Its focus is on academic education.  This has to 
be changed step by step to make our educational system 
production-oriented. 
 
The motive forces of our economic strategy and their 
roles  
The role of the government  
 In the Program approved by the First EPRDF 
Congress, the government was given the role of regulating 
the economy by running the state enterprises in the sphere 
of finance, energy, mines, and industry.  Private investors, 
both local and foreign, were not given any significant role 
in the economy.  It was more or less the same in the area of 
import/export and State farms. 
 However, this situation is not acceptable in current 
global economic thinking.  Governments are not expected 
to be involved in production activities.  Where a 
government has to be involved in such activities, it should 
be guided by principles of profit-making.  Yet, without 
being widely involved, the government could play a 
decisive role in the economy by controlling the distribution 
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of foreign currency, the import of fuel, the export of coffee, 
the regulation of transport operations, etc.  Key industrial 
and agricultural enterprises that affect the export earnings 
of the country or the livelihood of the people could still be 
controlled by the State.  These include rail, air and sea 
transport, electricity, telephone, and water supply services, 
textile industry, engineering works, chemical industry, 
metal foundries, mining, etc.  If these cannot be kept under 
State monopoly, arrangements should be made for joint 
ventures in which the State will have a higher share.  The 
State can also play a vital role in the economy by deciding 
on policy issues (taxes, budget allocation, interest rate, etc.) 
to influence economic activities.  But imperialism and the 
comprador class are against the State control of the 
distribution of foreign currency, the restriction on the 
involvement of foreign banks, and the limitation on local 
investors' involvement in certain economic sectors.  The 
vacillating national bourgeoisie, too, is against the 
involvement of the State in any economic activity. 
 
The role of local investors  
 By local investor we do not mean the national 
bourgeoisie only.  There are various revolutionary 
democratic associations, organizations, and individuals 
who can be involved in investment.  These revolutionary 
democratic forces can play a special and irreplaceable role 
in the economy.  As mentioned above, there are certain 
economic sectors in which the State cannot be directly 
involved.  So, in order to redirect the economy in the 
direction of Revolutionary Democracy, a supplementary 
input is necessary.  It is these revolutionary democratic 
forces that can reliably play this role. 
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Due to their special role, they can be taken as a self-
sufficient force. 
 
The role of revolutionary democratic forces  
 It is necessary to ensure that the investment by this 
force aim at the following objectives. 
 
a)  Supplementing and/or Carrying out the Role of the 
State: In areas where due to financial and administrative 
constraints or external economic factors, the state is unable 
to play, the role of directly regulating the economy, these 
revolutionary democratic forces should take over the role 
of the State and invest as one individual in those 
economic sectors which have no direct State influence. 
 
b) Regulating and Influencing the Activities of Private 
Capitalists: In addition to the state's role in this regard, the 
revolutionary democratic forces will act as a powerful 
private investor which will demonstrate modern business 
practices to small businessmen while putting pressure on 
the bigger ones so as to strengthen the State's leadership 
role. 
c) Serving as Revolutionary Democracy's Source of 
Income:  In order to fulfill its mission, our Revolutionary 
Democracy needs a great financial resources, and supplying 
these resources and building its strength is a role which 
these forces should play. 
 In order to facilitate the attainment of the 
revolutionary democratic goals, these revolutionary 
democratic forces should make it their primary 
objective to monopolize rural credit services throughout 
Ethiopia and mobilize their resources to this end.  They 
should also select strategic places and, in accordance 
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with local conditions, be highly involved in rural 
transport, wholesale trade, import/export, rural 
banking services, production of agricultural raw 
materials, manufacture of fertilizer and other modern 
agricultural inputs.  Some of these, such as wholesale 
trade and transport, should be extended to the urban 
areas, too.  They should establish banks, insurance 
companies, small-scale industries, and service 
cooperatives in the urban areas.  They should also 
invest in mining. 
 For the revolutionary democratic forces to achieve 
the above objectives, they should follow the following 
strategies: 
 
a) They should select those spheres of economic activity 
which, though outside the direct influence or control of the 
State, play a crucial role in facilitating development; they 
should strive to control these or hold an upper hand in their 
processes. 
 
b) In order to influence other private investors and 
successfully play the other role of enhancing rural based 
development, economic integration of the regions, human 
and natural resources development, the investment of 
revolutionary democratic forces should apply modern 
management practices and should be absolutely profitable. 
 
c) The revolutionary democratic forces should strengthen 
their ties with petty producers and create the situation 
which would enable them to guide their development. 
 
d) Our forces should create a favorable working 
environment which would facilitate the participation of 
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those individuals with a strong revolutionary democratic 
outlook and rectify the imbalance among the revolutionary 
democratic forces. 
 
The role of local investors  
 Next to the State and revolutionary democratic 
forces, the local investor can play an important role in the 
economy.  The upper stratum of this section should be 
directed by and disciplined to follow the direction of 
Revolutionary Democracy.  Of course, it should be 
encouraged to develop its assets more than the foreign 
investor.  However, priority should be given to the lower 
stratum which engages in small-scale production and 
services.  It gets its resources locally and can also be easily 
guided by the revolutionary democratic forces.  It can open 
up the path for the creation of a wide culture of industrial 
society and enhance the development process.  So it should 
be supported with credit facilities, favorable policies and 
other services. 
 
The role of the foreign investor  
 Given the prevailing global economic condition, we 
have no choice but to give more access to foreign capital.  
But this doesn't mean that it should be involved in all 
spheres of the economy.  It should never be allowed to 
involve at any scale in basic services such as telephone, 
electricity, train transport, etc.  Nor should it be given 
access to small scale industry.  Foreign capital should also 
not be involved in financial services (banking, insurance, 
etc.).  If the major international financial institutions or 
banks are allowed access to this economic sector, they will 
twist the State's arms and those of Revolutionary 
Democracy. 
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 We should follow the policy of allowing them 
access to investment spheres in which they can bring in 
more hard currency than the amount they take out.  We 
should also create a situation in which they will be induced 
to invest in joint ventures with the State.  If the foreign 
investors want to be involved in the restricted spheres of 
the economy, they should be denied the necessary 
incentives and pressurized by legal instruments to toe the 
line.  If they, however, adhere to our policies and invest, 
they will serve us as a means of access to the international 
market in areas in which we wouldn't have such an 
opportunity on our own, and enable us to locally build the 
capacity to replace them eventually. 
 In order to mobilize the above forces and direct 
their involvement in the economy, the State should use 
fiscal instruments to deny or provide incentives and create 
the necessary investment conditions.  Most of the revenues 
earned by the State should come from the upper class.  This 
instrument allows us to encourage the growth of the 
targeted economic spheres and forces and destroy those 
that are not in line with the goals of Revolutionary 
Democracy.  We will reduce or write off for some years 
the taxes due from those forces or economic spheres 
which we support and pile up the tax burden of those we 
don't support. 
 Imperialism, the comprador bourgeoisie, and the 
vacillating national bourgeoisie are not as such against the 
existence of a fiscal policy, but rather against its objectives 
and its application.  They want to have a policy which 
enables them to enrich themselves at the expense of the 
masses. 
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V. Political Strategies of Our Revolutionary Democracy 
Ensuring the hegemony of revolutionary democratic 
outlook  
 The activities cited above could be carried out only 
by our revolutionary democratic forces.  We can attain our 
objectives and goals only if Revolutionary Democracy 
becomes the governing outlook in our society, and only by 
winning the elections successively and holding power 
without let up can we securely establish the hegemony of 
Revolutionary Democracy.  If we lose in the elections 
even once, we will encounter a great danger.  So, in order 
to permanently establish this hegemony, we should win in 
the initial elections and then create a conducive situation 
that will ensure the establishment of this hegemony.  In 
the subsequent elections, too, we should be able to win 
without interruption.  Hence, we need to work towards this 
end.  In this process the people should be made to reject the 
outlook and views of the enemy as wel1 as the vacil1ators, 
and our revolutionary democratic forces' outlook should be 
made the governing ideology of the society.  If this does 
not materialize, we cannot ensure our hegemony and stay in 
power for long. 
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 Our revolutionary democratic forces can attain 
hegemony and stay in power continuously because the 
objective and subjective conditions are favorable.  The 
interests of the majority of the population would be 
fulfilled only through our revolutionary democratic lines.  
So, the objective condition requires the establishment and 
continuity of our hegemony, and there is fertile ground for 
this. 
 When we consider the subjective condition, we find 
that the opponents of Revolutionary Democracy have not 
taken root in the society.  They are not well organized and 
their material resources are not well developed.  In contrast, 
our revolutionary democratic forces are properly organized 
and embraced by the people.  We have military and 
political superiority as well as considerable and well 
accumulated material resources.  So, the subjective 
condition, too, is conducive for the hegemony of our 
revolutionary democratic forces. 
 On the other hand, we should also ask whether the 
enemy and the vacil1ators can bring about their hegemony.  
This is not possible, for if they do the country will be 
hurled into an endless crisis and Ethiopia will not survive 
as a nation.  The reason for this is as follows: 
 Imperialism has a massive political and economic 
power.  But it cannot use this power to establish its 
hegemony in Ethiopia and fulfill its interests.  It cannot do 
this through the local ruling classes which are liable to 
serve its interests.  These classes have been weakened in all 
respects.  These classes are not in a position to create a 
strong army of their own and a bureaucracy through which 
they can rule over the people and serve imperialism.  The 
national bourgeoisie, too, doesn't have the economic and 
political power to establish its hegemony.  In the present 
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condition, it is not even in a position to stand as an 
independent political force. 
 
The motive forces of Revolutionary Democracy  
The peasantry  
 This class is the pillar of Revolutionary Democracy.  
Just as the center of our economic development program is 
the rural part of the country, so, too, the focus of our 
political work is the peasantry.  In order to ensure the 
support and massive involvement of the peasant class in 
our revolutionary activities, we should mobilize its 
members through social, political and economic 
organizations of its own.  We should lead these peasant 
associations through loose organizational ties.  We should 
identify and transform into our strong cadres those 
prominent peasants who have earned the respect of their 
communities.  We should try to increase the number of 
such rural cadres and, through them, we should increase 
the influence of our member organizations.  But we 
should not try to bring in outsiders to lead the peasants. 
 In the rural areas, there are an increasing number of 
GO (Governmental Organization) and NGO (Non-
Governmental Organization) development workers.  These 
lower-level members of the intelligentsia can undermine 
our influence and development program if they oppose our 
political line.  Their counter-propaganda could persuade the 
peasants to deny us their support and hence the obstruct the 
hegemony of Revolutionary Democracy.  Therefore, it is 
imperative that they be brought over to our side. 
 
The urban petty bourgeoisie  
 We should pay serious attention to the intelligentsia, 
which can be divided into the upper and the lower stratum. 
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 Next to the peasantry, this sector can be a major 
beneficiary of our development program.  However, we 
cannot say that we have secured the support of the majority 
of this sector.  One reason for this is the vacillating nature 
of this group.  The other is that it can be easily and widely 
infected by narrow nationalism or by chauvinism.  Besides, 
we have not yet created the condition which proves to it 
that only our approach can fulfill its interests.  Nor have we 
done enough political and organizational work in relation to 
it. 
 The political and ideological influence of this sector 
is considerable.  It can develop or paralyze the bureaucracy.  
As economic growth is heightened, its size and strength, 
too, increase.  So, next to the peasantry, we have to give it 
our full attention to bring it to our side.  We should 
influence it through an all-round concerted effort involving 
the government, NGOs, the propaganda machinery of 
Revolutionary Democracy, etc. 
 The intelligentsia has a better organizational 
experience.  So, we should encourage its associations while 
at the same time trying to direct them along revolutionary 
democratic lines by using our members and sympathizers 
inside these associations.  We should realize that as our 
political influence widens, our ability to control them 
indirectly also grows. 
 The other means of persuading the intellectuals is 
to fill their bellies and their pockets.  They are likely to be 
involved in the civil service or economic activities that can 
be affected by government incentives or the denial of its 
support.  The combined strength of the State and 
Revolutionary Democracy's economic institutions should 
be used either to attract the support or to neutralize the 
opposition of the intelligentsia.  We should demonstrate to 
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it that our economic strength could serve its interests, 
and, in the event of its opposition to us, its belly and 
pocket could be made empty. 
 Though we should try to persuade all members of 
the intelligentsia, we should not try to give equal weight to 
all stratum of this group.  We should put more attention on 
the lower level, which is large in number, works in rural 
areas and is easily amenable to our influence. 
 
The proletariat  
 This is another large sector of the urban population 
which could benefit from the implementation of our 
development program and also become our firm supporter.  
We should encourage its trade unions, but, without 
compromising their organizational independence, we 
should try to control and lead them through indirect 
organizational links.  Those workers who are employed in 
the business companies of Revolutionary Democracy 
should be given pays and trainings far better than those 
of their compatriots working in other enterprises at the 
same levels.  Thus we can use our workers to infiltrate the 
national trade unions and play a leading role in drawing 
the rest of the proletariat to our side. 
 
The local investor  
 It is impossible to make the upper stratum of the of 
this sector our firm supporter.  But it is possible to create a 
situation in which the lower stratum, despite its suspicions 
and anxieties, can be made our supporter and the upper 
stratum can be forced to take a neutral stance towards us. 
 In order to do this, we should demonstrate in 
practice and through analysis that our approach can fulfill 
its interests.  Through the representatives of our own 
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firms, we should penetrate and lead the organizations 
which it forms.  If this is not possible, we should 
neutralize it so that it does not take an antagonistic stance 
towards us.  We should ensure that the livelihood and 
profit of this sector are tied up with the goodwill and 
support of the State as well as our economic institutions, 
and restrain it from taking extreme positions by filling its 
belly and pocket. 
 
 
VI. Tactics Used to Implement Our  
Political Strategy  
Our major slogans 
 Tactics are instruments used for mobilizing the 
people for the fulfillment of our revolutionary democratic 
goals and for concerted action against our enemies.  The 
main slogans used for this purpose are the following: 
 

• Protect all the political and human rights of the 
masses! 

 
• Establish a government that ensures the all-round 

participation of the people! 
 

• Respect the right to self-determination as a basis for 
permanent peace and unity! 

 
• Speed up the peasant-based and rural-centered 

development process! 
 

• Strengthen the free trade unions of the proletariat! 
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• Develop the human and natural resources of our 
country! 

 
• Establish a just system in which the masses can 

benefit from the national development! 
 
Our propaganda machinery  
The mass media are one instrument of our propaganda, but 
they are not the only means.  There are also other key 
propaganda tools which include schools, religious 
organizations, and various mass organizations.  In order to 
carry out our propaganda effectively, we should be able to 
exploit these tools directly or indirectly. 
 
Mass media  
 The most important mass media are controlled by 
the State.  These can play a useful role by popularizing 
government policies and activities, bringing to the attention 
of the government the grievances of the people, and 
strengthening the relation between the government and the 
people.  The organizational, manpower and other problems 
of this sector should be solved so that it can effectively 
promote the goals of Revolutionary Democracy.  The news 
reports, articles, entertainment programs, etc. should be 
presented in an attractive manner in order to draw the 
audience.  Apart from the newspapers, radio and 
television, theater and cinema houses controlled by the 
State should also be reorganized and their practices 
reoriented to serve as useful propaganda tools.  The other 
branch of, the media is the one under private control, 
including those of Revolutionary Democracy.  The latter 
should mobilize their financial and organizational resources 
to hold a key position in the private sector.  The State mass 
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media are poorly staffed and organized.  Their activities are 
not up to the standards that the job demands.  We should, 
hence, mobilize the financial and material resources of our 
revolutionary democratic forces not only to modernize our 
existing media but also to set up new ones and control the 
market These have to work with all their resources and 
capacity to publicize our organization and government's 
activities and policies, facilitate the people's all-round and 
active participation and influence the masses to fully 
support the government. 
In order for the media under our control to successfully 
carry out these duties, the journalists' professional quality 
should be improved through training and their association 
should be strengthened. 
 
Schools  
In the wealthy countries of the West, schools are not 
openly regarded as propaganda tools.  In practice, 
however, they are indirectly used as sophisticated 
propaganda tools.  We can do the same thing in our 
country, too.  This can be done in various ways. 
 Firstly, the curriculum can be used to disseminate 
scientific knowledge.  It can also be used to inculcate 
respect for the peoples' histories and cultures.  In the name 
of introducing the country's Constitution, we can 
inculcate the basic goals of our revolutionary democratic 
system and because this is not openly presented as 
propaganda, it will effectively serve its purpose. 
 The other key factor in this process is the molding 
of the teachers' outlook.  However well the curriculum is 
designed, the teachers can defeat the purpose unless they 
are made to stand on the side of Revolutionary Democracy.  
In order to make them stand behind us, we must first 
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involve them in the designing of the curriculum and 
convince them about the need for changing the educational 
system.  It is also necessary to bring them to the fold of 
Revolutionary Democracy by involving them in various 
social and developmental activities and through the 
explanations provided on such occasions. 
 At the same time students, too, should be involved 
in the developmental and political activities.  We should 
use sports activities, associations such as boy scouts, clubs, 
and various seminars to mold their views and draw them to 
Revolutionary Democracy. 
 
Religious organizations  
 These are always propaganda tools and in most 
cases they align themselves with the reactionary forces in 
the society.  Therefore, these organizations should be used 
to disseminate the views of Revolutionary Democracy 
within a certain limit.  If that is not possible we should try 
to curtail their obstructionist activities.  The scientific 
content of the school education is one means of countering 
the damage which religious propaganda can cause. 
 In the process of countering these organizations' 
influence, the focus should not be on the leadership but 
rather on their branches at the village level; the religious 
leaders at the grassroots level are closer to the people.  
Without denying them due respect, we should mold their 
views, curtail their propaganda against Revolutionary 
Democracy, and even use them to serve our end.  Focus on 
the lower level, however, does not mean the upper echelon 
should be forgotten.  We should forge a close relationship 
with this stratum, find out and exploit to our advantage 
their internal contradictions, and at least disable them from 
coordinating their propaganda against us.  If possible we 
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should use them to disseminate the propaganda of 
Revolutionary Democracy. 
 
Mass organizations  
 These should be used as forums for political and 
propaganda work to ensure the hegemony of Revolutionary 
Democracy.  Seminars and panel discussions should be 
organized to draw their members to our camp.  However, 
we should not try to impose our leadership on them by 
disregarding their internal organizational autonomy -- 
rather we should try to influence them through indirect 
means. 
 
The question of organization  
 To establish the system we aspire for, the masses 
have to be organized in various social and political 
associations which intertwine them and lead them in our 
direction.  We should maintain the relative autonomy of 
these associations as a means of promoting popular 
initiative and a check on corrupt tendencies in our cadres.  
But maintaining their autonomy does not mean that we 
should not influence their activities or recruit their 
members.  The following are some of the forms in which 
the masses can be organized. 
 
a)  Organizations of the Peasantry: The peasants can be 
organized in the form of peasant associations, women's 
associations, youth associations, cooperatives, local militia, 
etc. 
 
b)  The Democratic Petty Bourgeoisie's Urban 
Organizations: These include professional associations 
(teachers', medical professionals', journalists' etc.), peace 
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organizations, human rights organizations, development 
associations, etc. In addition to serving their members' 
interests, they can be made to provide organized support for 
Revolutionary Democracy. 
 
c)  Workers' Associations: The proletariat can be organized 
in various forms and at various levels to protect its 
interests. At present the most desirable form is the trade 
union. However, trade unions must not be formed on the 
basis of national identity (ethnicity) or region. Rather, after 
forming their industrial organizations, the sectors must then 
unite to form one umbrella organization. They can also 
form cooperatives. 
 
d)  Government Organizations: The lower levels of 
government are going to be formed mainly with the 
involvement of the peasants. In the middle and upper 
levels, where there are no elected offices, intellectuals will 
be involved. In this sector we also find the army, the 
security, the judiciary, etc., which will not be under the 
direct control of political organizations as such. However, 
since they are there to promote and indirectly implement 
the goals of Revolutionary Democracy, they, hence, form 
part of its strength. The mission of governmental agencies 
can be defined as protecting the political and human rights 
of the masses, contributing their share in the 
implementation of the development strategies, widening the 
political influence of Revolutionary Democracy through 
their activities, acting as its key instrument to this effect 
and combating the illegal activities of the enemy. 
 
e) A Nation-wide Organization Formed from Democratic 
Nationality (Ethnic) Organizations: This is a twin form of 
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organization. On the one hand, we have nationality-based 
organizations. On the other hand, there is the multi-national 
organization which these join to form collectively. Initially 
we had the principle of the multi-national type of 
organization. The Ethiopian People's Democratic 
Movement (EPDM) was formed as a multi-national type of 
organization on the basis of this principle so that it could 
mobilize and lead the struggle of the Amharas and the other 
peoples who would not rally around a nationalist platform. 
However, in view of the fact that those nationalities which 
the EPDM was aiming to mobilize have currently formed 
their own democratic organizations, EPDM's task is now to 
reorganize itself on a nationality basis and struggle by 
making the Amhara people to hold a revolutionary 
democratic outlook. For this reason, the nation-wide 
political organization will be formed, not by multi-national 
organizations, but by a union of nationality-based 
organizations. 
 
The mission of these nationality-based organizations is, on 
the one hand, to disseminate in various languages the same 
revolutionary democratic substance, to translate this 
substance into practice by adapting it to local conditions 
(history, culture, character, etc.), to rally the peasantry and 
other progressive forces around the goals of Revolutionary 
Democracy. On the other hand, it is to promote the 
common interests of all the people. 
The chauvinist ruling classes adhere to the principle of 
"Itiopiawinnet" (Ethiopianness) which kills identity based 
on nationality. So they do not follow the principle of 
forming a nation-wide organization through a union of 
nationality-based organizations. They aspire to form a 
dominant multi-national organization composed of 
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individuals from various nationalities and ethnic 
organizations that have betrayed the causes of their people 
and bowed to these chauvinists. Secessionists and narrow 
nationalist organizations do not want the fulfillment of the 
peoples' common interests. So, they, too, do not want to 
form a nation-wide organization together with other 
nationality-based organizations. 
 
 
VII. Conclusion  
 Our revolutionary democratic goals can liberate the 
majority of the Ethiopian society from poverty and 
backwardness. They can assure the widest democratic 
rights and participation in the political system. 
Our political and economic strategies and tactics ensure the 
realization of these goals and the victory of Revolutionary 
Democracy. 
 If these goals do not materialize, the people will 
suffer from endless poverty and crises. Not only this, there 
will be no single and united country called Ethiopia. 
Therefore, in order to fulfill the peoples' interests and to 
ensure the survival of our country, the victory of our 
revolutionary goals is imperative.  The "tegadays" 
(combatants) who should feel proud of standing for such 
an honorable cause must do everything possible in order 
to courageously and successfully carry out this popular 
and national responsibility 
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